Linear Motors
LMG INTERFACE DRAWINGS

ETEL
Ironcore linear motor LMG##-###-3##-###

Matière:

Dimensions in mm / Cotes en mm

Mating Dimensions / Cotes d'encombrement

Arêtes de formes selon ISO 13715

Tolérances générales ISO 2768-mK

Etats de surface selon ISO 1302

Tolérances selon ISO 8015 : 2011

Surface treatment:
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 ISO 10579-NR

Restrained conditions for the flatness B1: the surface indicated as datum Z is fixed on an ENAW-6082 aluminum plate, thickness 25mm with H bolt M3x30 ISO 4762 quality A2-70 tightened to a torque of 1.26 N·m
Designation | A  | B  | C  | D  |
---|---|---|---|---|
MWD030-0128 | 60 | 45 | 10 | 6  |
MWD050-0128 | 80 | 65 | 12 | 8  |
MWD070-0128 | 100| 85 | 12 | 8  |
MWD100-0128 | 130| 115| 14 | 10 |